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Cytomegalovirus (CMV) continues to be one of the most common infections after solid-organ transplantation, resulting in significant morbidity, graft loss, and adverse outcomes. Management of CMV varies considerably among transplant centers but has become more standardized by publication of consensus guidelines by the Infectious Diseases Section of The Transplantation Society. An international panel of experts was reconvened in October 2012 to revise and expand evidence and expert opinion-based consensus guidelines on CMV management, including diagnostics, immunology, prevention, treatment, drug resistance, and pediatric issues. The following report summarizes the recommendations.
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Cytomegalovirus (CMV) remains one of the most common complications affecting organ transplant recipients, with significant morbidity and occasional mortality. In addition to the direct effects of CMV infection and disease, there are “indirect effects,” both general and transplant specific, which can significantly impact outcomes (Table 1). In December 2008, a panel of experts on CMV and solid-organ transplantation (SOT) was convened by the Infectious Diseases Section of The Transplantation Society to develop consensus guidelines on CMV management, subsequently published in 2010 (1). Topics included diagnostics, immunology, prevention, treatment, resistance, and pediatrics. Given numerous recent advances in the field, a second meeting of experts was convened in October 2012 to update the guidelines.

To rate the quality of evidence upon which recommendations are based, the expert panel followed a process used in the development of other guidelines, including those by the Infectious Diseases Society of America. This included a systematic weighting of the strength of recommendation and quality of evidence using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation system (2–7), which includes a systematic weighting of the strength of recommendation (e.g., “high, moderate, low, very low”) and quality of evidence (e.g., "strong, weak") (Table 2).

For clarity, the following definitions, which are consistent with the American Society of Transplantation recommendations for use in clinical trials (8), are used in this document:

- CMV infection: evidence of CMV replication regardless of symptoms (differs from latent CMV).
- CMV disease: evidence of CMV infection with attributable symptoms. CMV disease can be further categorized as a viral syndrome with fever, malaise, leukopenia, and/or thrombocytopenia or as tissue-invasive disease.

In addition, the term DNAemia will be used instead of viremia to reflect the detection of CMV DNA in blood or plasma (whether actively replicating virus or not). The phrases
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TABLE 1. Possible indirect effects of CMV

Pretransplantation Management

CMV serology should be performed before transplantation on both the organ donor and the recipient. A test measuring anti-CMV IgG should be used, as IgG serologic tests have better specificity compared with IgM or combination IgG and IgM tests; neither of which should be used for screening, because false-positive IgM reactions may significantly decrease screening specificity (9–11). Because donor and recipient serostatus (cited as D/R) are key predictors of infection risk and management, it is imperative that a test with high sensitivity and specificity be used. Not all serologic tests are equivalent; thus, it is important to understand the performance characteristics of the specific test used (12). A change in the serologic test requires evaluation of the test performance, including comparison with the previously used test. If the donor or recipient is seronegative during the pretransplantation evaluation and there is a significant time interval between screening and transplant, serology should be repeated at the time of the transplantation. Interpretation of serology results can be difficult in donors and recipients with recent transfusion of blood products and in seropositive children younger than 12 months, as passive transfer of antibody can lead to transient false-positive serologic results; (13) a pretransfusion sample is preferable for testing if available.

There is some evidence that cell-mediated immunity assays may be useful in assisting in establishing true serostatus in both transfused patients and children younger than 12 months (14, 15). In infants and children younger than 12 months, culture or nucleic acid amplification tests (NAT) of urine or throat swabs may be helpful to identify infected patients, as children shed virus for long periods after primary infection. In adults, an equivocal serologic assay result in the donor should be assumed to be positive, whereas this result in the recipient should be interpreted to assign the recipient to the highest appropriate CMV risk group for posttransplantation management decisions.

Posttransplantation Role of Diagnostics

Serology has no role in the diagnosis of active CMV disease after transplantation. Serology may be used to determine ongoing susceptibility to community-acquired disease in patients seronegative before transplantation who do not develop infection or disease after transplantation. Viral culture of blood for CMV has limited clinical utility for diagnosis of disease due to poor sensitivity. There is no role for CMV urine culture in the diagnosis of disease due to poor specificity (16). Viral load testing is the cornerstone for diagnosis and monitoring for CMV infection and disease; both QNAT and antigenemia testing are available for these purposes.

The CMV pp65 antigenemia test is a semiquantitative test that is useful for the diagnosis of clinical disease, initiating preemptive therapy and monitoring response to therapy (17–21). Studies have shown that higher numbers of positive staining cells correlate better with disease (17, 18), although tissue-invasive disease can occur with low or negative cell counts. The antigenemia test has advantages in some settings, because it does not require expensive equipment and the assay is relatively easy to perform. There are problems with a lack of assay standardization, including subjective result interpretation, and it is unlikely that better standardization of this assay will occur, because most laboratories have moved to molecular methods. The assay performance diminishes when the absolute neutrophil count is less than 1000/mm3. The test is labor intensive, and the blood specimen has limited stability and should be processed within 6 to 8 hr of collection to avoid a decrease in test sensitivity; thus, transplant centers managing patients at distant sites whose blood samples are mailed into the laboratory may prefer to use QNAT rather than antigenemia.

QNAT is the most widely used method for diagnosis, preemptive strategies, and monitoring response to therapy (22–28). Real-time QNAT methods are now the standard of care, because they have better precision, broader linear range, faster turnaround time, higher throughput, and less risk of contamination compared with conventional polymerase chain reaction tests (29). The testing requires expensive equipment and reagents, although testing is less complex with the availability of an increasing number of commercial reagents. Plasma and whole-blood specimens both provide prognostic and diagnostic information regarding CMV (30–34). CMV DNA is generally detected earlier and in greater quantitative amounts in whole blood compared with plasma; one specimen type should be used when serially monitoring patients. One study showed that persistent plasma DNAemia was a better predictor of relapse at day 21 of treatment compared...
TABLE 2. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation strength of recommendations and quality of the evidence (2–6, 268, 269)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength of recommendation and quality of evidence</th>
<th>Clarity of balance between desirable and undesirable effects</th>
<th>Methodologic quality of supporting evidence (examples)</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong recommendation, high-quality evidence</td>
<td>Desirable effects clearly outweigh undesirable effects or vice versa</td>
<td>Consistent evidence from well-performed RCTs or exceptionally strong evidence from unbiased observational studies</td>
<td>Recommendation can apply to most patients in most circumstances. Further research is unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong recommendation, moderate-quality evidence</td>
<td>Desirable effects clearly outweigh undesirable effects or vice versa</td>
<td>Evidence from RCTs with important limitations (inconsistent results, methodologic flaws, indirect, or imprecise) or exceptionally strong evidence from unbiased observational studies</td>
<td>Recommendation can apply to most patients in most circumstances. Further research (if performed) is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong recommendation, low-quality evidence</td>
<td>Desirable effects clearly outweigh undesirable effects or vice versa</td>
<td>Evidence for at least one critical outcome from observational studies, RCTs with serious flaws, or indirect evidence</td>
<td>Recommendation may change when higher-quality evidence becomes available. Further research (if performed) is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong recommendation, very-low-quality evidence</td>
<td>Desirable effects clearly outweigh undesirable effects or vice versa</td>
<td>Evidence for at least one critical outcome from unsystematic clinical observations or very indirect evidence</td>
<td>Recommendation may change when higher-quality evidence becomes available; any estimate of effect for at least one critical outcome is very uncertain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak recommendation, high-quality evidence</td>
<td>Desirable effects closely balanced with undesirable effects</td>
<td>Consistent evidence from well-performed RCTs or exceptionally strong evidence from unbiased observational studies</td>
<td>The best action may differ depending on circumstances or patients or societal values. Further research is unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak recommendation, moderate-quality evidence</td>
<td>Desirable effects closely balanced with undesirable effects</td>
<td>Evidence from RCTs with important limitations (inconsistent results, methodologic flaws, indirect, or imprecise) or exceptionally strong evidence from unbiased observational studies</td>
<td>Alternative approaches likely to be better for some patients under some circumstances. Further research (if performed) is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak recommendation, low-quality evidence</td>
<td>Uncertainty in the estimates of desirable effects, harms, and burden; desirable effects, harms, and burden may be closely balanced</td>
<td>Evidence for at least one critical outcome from observational studies, from RCTs with serious flaws or indirect evidence</td>
<td>Other alternatives may be equally reasonable. Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak recommendation, very low-quality evidence</td>
<td>Major uncertainty in the estimates of desirable effects, harms, and burden; desirable effects may or may not be balanced with undesirable effects may be closely balanced</td>
<td>Evidence for at least one critical outcome from unsystematic clinical observations or very indirect evidence</td>
<td>Other alternatives may be equally reasonable. Any estimate of effect, for at least one critical outcome, is very uncertain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RCTs, randomized controlled trials.
with persistent whole-blood DNAemia (34). CMV DNA is stable for 14 days at 4°C in both plasma and whole blood (35), which may be important when specimens are shipped.

There is poor interinstitutional correlation of QNAT results partly due to the historical lack of an international reference standard and variation in assay design (36). This has prevented the establishment of broadly applicable cutoffs for clinical decision-making, particularly for preemptive strategies. In October 2010, a World Health Organization (WHO) International Reference Standard became available from the National Institute of Biological Standards and Controls (United Kingdom). The standard was made from a clinical isolate (Merlin) and has a titer of 5×10^6 IU/mL. All commercial and laboratory developed tests should be recalibrated and show colinearity to the WHO International Standard and results should be reported as IU/mL. A recent study showed good reproducibility in viral load values across multiple laboratories when using a commercial test calibrated to the WHO standard (37). Additional sources of variability include the specific target, probe, and extraction method (38). It remains imperative that laboratories use an external quantitative standard material (independent of that provided by the manufacturer) to monitor quantification across different lots of reagents to ensure consistency of assay performance. If the laboratory changes QNAT or extraction method, there must be a comparison of the performance characteristics of the new versus old tests. Interinstitutional comparison of QNAT values requires cross-referencing via specimen exchange or common external reference material (39). Until test harmonization has been clearly demonstrated, a single test should be used for clinical trials and for monitoring patients over time.

Multiple and mixed viral genotypes are associated with higher rates of CMV infection and disease (40). There is currently no evidence that genotyping is needed for patient management other than to confirm antiviral drug resistance (see below).

There are few natural history studies available to help define trigger points for intervention therapy when using a preemptive approach. Two studies have shown that higher viral load values correlate with increased risk for disease (26, 27). One study (27) established a cutoff for predicting disease of 2000 to 5000 copies/mL in plasma in CMV seropositive liver transplant recipients, using a commercial QNAT (Amplicor Monitor), which is no longer available. This cutoff may not apply to different specimen types, other assays, or in different populations and risk groups. A recent study of low-risk CMV seropositive kidney, heart, and liver transplant recipients not receiving antilymphocyte globulins suggested a preemptive therapy trigger point of 3893 IU/mL plasma (41). The viral load kinetics (rapid doubling time) in high-risk groups suggests that the frequency of viral load testing will impact the effectiveness of a preemptive strategy (i.e., more frequent testing will be more effective). Until viral load result harmonization is achieved, optimal trigger points for intervention cannot be determined.

Trends in viral loads over time may be more important in predicting disease than any absolute viral load value (26), especially with lower copy numbers. The limit of detection varies among the different viral load tests; a lower limit of detection of greater than 1000 IU/mL (using either whole blood or plasma) may be inadequate to detect disease (42), because some patients with end-organ disease may have very low to undetectable viral load values. Conversely, a very sensitive test (limit of detection <10 IU/mL) may detect latent virus, particularly if whole-blood specimens are used, which limits the clinical utility of an extremely sensitive test. QNAT results should be linear throughout the important range of clinical values (up to ~1 million IU/mL). The precision of QNAT results is such that changes in values should be at least threefold (0.5 log_{10} copies/mL) to represent biologically important changes in viral replication (37, 39, 43). QNAT variability is greatest for low viral loads, where changes may need to be greater than fivefold (0.7 log_{10} copies/mL) to be considered significant. Reporting results as both integers and log_{10}-transformed data may help clinicians avoid overinterpreting small changes in viral load.

QNAT is preferred for diagnosis and monitoring of CMV infection and disease, as the international reference standard will allow test harmonization. No such standard is available for the antigenemia test. The antigenemia test may still be used depending on available resources, technical expertise, patient population, required turnaround time, volume of samples tested, and cost. Ideally, CMV QNAT and antigenemia results should be available within 24 to 48 hr.

**Diagnostics for Tissue-Invasive Disease**

The definitive diagnosis of tissue-invasive disease relies on detection of CMV in the tissue specimen, with the exception of central nervous system disease and retinitis. Identification of inclusion bodies or viral antigens in biopsy material by immunohistochemistry (44, 45) is the preferred method for the diagnosis of tissue-invasive disease. Cultures (either more rapid shell vial or routine viral culture) should routinely be sent on gastrointestinal biopsies given the diagnostic challenges with potentially negative blood testing. Culture or QNAT results of a tissue specimen may be difficult to interpret, particularly in the setting of active viremia, as they could reflect shedding as well as active disease; however, if the tissue immunohistochemistry and blood DNAemia are negative, a positive tissue culture or QNAT can support the diagnosis of tissue-invasive disease. QNAT on tissue samples should be normalized using a housekeeping gene. The diagnosis of tissue-invasive CMV disease, such as hepatitis and gastrointestinal infection, should be confirmed by immunohistochemistry or in situ DNA hybridization (46–48). When performing histopathology of biopsy specimens, immunostaining should be routinely performed to maximize sensitivity. Not all antibodies have equal sensitivity and the performance may also differ between fresh and formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue (48). Gastrointestinal disease in all transplant types and pneumonitis in lung transplant recipients may have undetectable or low viral load values in peripheral blood samples (49, 50).

A positive culture or qualitative NAT from bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) specimens in lung and nonlung transplant recipients may reflect viral shedding rather than pulmonary disease (51, 52). Immunocytochemistry of BAL cells may improve the predictive value of a positive culture. QNAT on BAL specimens has shown improved sensitivity without loss of specificity (50, 53, 54). High viral load values may be predictive of pneumonitis in lung transplant recipients; normalization of the dilution factor in BAL specimens (by comparison
of the plasma/bronchoalveolar urea concentration) may improve the predictive value (55, 56). Clinical trials to further evaluate QNAT on BAL specimens are required.

Central nervous system disease in SOT recipients is extremely rare. In the absence of extensive clinical studies, the presence of CMV DNA in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) likely represents CMV disease necessitating treatment. The diagnosis of retinitis is based on ophthalmologic examination; viral load in blood, plasma, or other laboratory tests are rarely useful as predictors of CMV retinitis, although they may be positive before and at the time of diagnosis. A positive viral load in vitreous fluid may be helpful in guiding the diagnosis of retinitis.

Consensus Recommendations

- Pretransplantation donor and recipient serology should be performed. If pretransplantation serology of the recipient is negative, retest at time of transplantation (strong, low).
- In adults, an equivocal serologic assay result in the donor should be assumed to be positive, whereas this result in the recipient should be interpreted to assign the recipient to the highest appropriate CMV risk group for posttransplantation management decisions (strong, low). (For guidance on infants and children younger than 12 months, see Pediatrics section.)
- Viral culture of blood or urine has a very limited role for the diagnosis of disease. Histology/immunohistochemistry is the preferred method for diagnosis of tissue-invasive disease. Culture and QNAT of tissue specimens have a limited role in the diagnosis of invasive disease but may be helpful in gastrointestinal disease, where blood QNAT may not be positive. Positive culture of BAL samples may not always correlate with disease (strong, moderate).
- Histopathologic examination of tissue should routinely include immunostaining or in situ hybridization for CMV (strong, moderate).
- QNAT is preferred for diagnosis, decisions regarding preemptive therapy, and monitoring response to therapy due to the ability to harmonize and standardize these tests (strong, moderate). If QNAT is not available, antigenemia is an acceptable alternative.
- Either plasma or whole blood is an acceptable specimen for QNAT, with an appreciation of the differences in viral load values and viral kinetics. Specimen type should not be changed when monitoring patients (strong, moderate).
- Commercial and laboratory-developed tests must be calibrated and show colinearity to the WHO international standard; results should be reported as IU/mL (strong, moderate).
- Until harmonization of viral load tests is achieved, it is not possible to establish universal quantitative levels for trigger points of therapy or treatment endpoints. Establishment of trigger points will require standardization of preemptive protocols, including monitoring frequencies. In the interim, laboratories must establish their own cutoffs and audit clinical outcomes to verify the trigger points used (strong, moderate).

Future Directions

Numerous questions remain unanswered in this field. Future studies are needed to:

- Compare the performance characteristics of the different serologic tests and assess the utility of cell-mediated immunity assays and QNAT using a variety of sample types for the interpretation of passive immunity due to transfusion of blood products and maternal antibodies.
- Determine the commutability of the WHO International Standard (for whole blood, plasma, BAL specimens, CSF, and other sample types) and assess test harmonization after recalibration of tests with the WHO standard.
- Determine the viral form (virions, fragmented, or genomic CMV) and viral kinetics in cellular and acellular compartments in peripheral blood and other sampling sites.
- Directly compare QNAT monitoring in plasma, whole blood, and BAL specimens with respect to disease prediction and monitoring response to therapy.
- Assess the role of digital QNAT to eliminate the need for international standards.

Once viral load tests are harmonized, establish values for initiating preemptive therapy and end of treatment decisions.

IMMUNOLOGIC MONITORING FOR CMV AND CMV VACCINES

Immunologic Control of CMV

Immunologic control of CMV in the immunocompromised host is complex, involving both the innate and adaptive immune systems (57–59). In the innate immune system, polymorphisms of Toll-like receptors 2 and 4 are associated with an increased risk of CMV disease. Single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes for mannose binding lectin and ficolin-2 may be associated with increased risk of CMV disease (60–63). Natural killer cells play a critical role in the control of primary and recurrent CMV infection, typically increasing in frequency in response to viral replication (64, 65). Adaptive immune responses of B and T lymphocytes are critical in controlling CMV replication. B cells are important in the humoral response to CMV, producing neutralizing antibodies that primarily target glycoprotein B (gB) and glycoprotein H (57, 58) and the pentameric glycoprotein H/gL/UL128/UL130/UL131A complex (66–68). A significant number of posttransplantation patients develop hypogammaglobulinemia (26%–70%), and hypogammaglobulinemia was a risk factor for CMV infection in heart and lung transplant recipients but not in liver and kidney transplant recipients; (69–72) the link with CMV risk remains controversial.

T-cell responses, particularly CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, are critically important components of CMV immune control. There is increasing knowledge about γδ T-cell expansion in CMV infection; patients who have late expansion of γδ T cells in response to CMV appear to have longer duration of infection (73, 74). Regulatory T cells (Tregs) may also play a role in the control of CMV viremia. Studies show that low levels of Tregs favor CMV control (75, 76). Despite these advances in knowledge on γδ T cells and Tregs, the majority of literature is directed toward the study of CD4+ and cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (57–59). T-cell reactivity is directed toward a wide range of CMV antigens such as pp65, pp50, IE-1, gB, and others (57, 77). Sufficient levels of polyfunctional T cells that express a variety of cytokines such as interferon (IFN)-γ, tumor necrosis factor-α, and interleukin (IL)-2 seem especially important in CMV control, whereas the loss of T-cell
polyfunctionality and/or up-regulation of anergy markers appears to promote increased CMV replication (78, 79). The key role of T cells in the control of CMV has been further demonstrated (primarily in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [HSCT] recipients) through the use of adoptive immunotherapy for both prophylaxis and therapy of CMV infection. In seropositive SOT recipients, it is feasible to generate CMV-specific T cell lines, potentially for adoptive immunotherapy (80). A case report in a lung transplant recipient described how infusion of autologous T cells stimulated with CMV antigens ex vivo resulted in temporary control of CMV replication (81).

Immune Monitoring

Immune monitoring of CMV-specific T-cell responses can predict individuals at increased risk of CMV disease after transplantation and may be useful in guiding prophylaxis and preemptive therapies. There are a variety of T-cell assays for CMV. Some assays have now moved from the experimental to the clinical setting. The majority of assays rely on the detection of IFN-γ after stimulation of whole blood or peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) with CMV-specific antigens or peptides (57–59). In addition to IFN-γ, other markers, including IL-2, tumor necrosis factor-α, CD107, programmed death-1 (PD-1), and CD154, have been used to correlate CMV-specific T-cell responses with the risk of CMV. An ideal assay should provide both quantitative and functional information on CMV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. For clinical application, an assay should ideally be simple to perform, inexpensive, highly reproducible, and amenable to either widely available platforms or shipping to specialized reference laboratories. Each of the immune monitoring assays have specific advantages and limitations and have been studied in various clinical applications to predict disease or infection (Table 3).

The QuantiFERON-CMV assay is an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay–based IFN-γ release CD8+ assay, available commercially in some regions (CE marked in Europe); it has been clinically evaluated in transplant patients at high risk of CMV and shown to be predictive of disease (82–85). A negative test before transplantation may aid in predicting viremia after transplantation (86) and the dynamics of T-cell responses may be used as a monitoring tool in preemptive management (87). In a small cohort of transplant recipients with low-level CMV DNAemia, a positive assay was predictive of spontaneous clearance (88). Test interpretation is unclear if a posttransplantation patient does not respond to the mitogen control; this may be a marker for global immunosuppression and has been associated with a subsequent higher incidence of CMV disease (84). Test sensitivity decreases with lymphopenia because an adequate number of cells are required for IFN-γ production.

The ELISpot assay quantifies T cells producing IFN-γ in response to CMV. Various ELISpot assays have been shown to be predictive of disease and viremia (89–92). As with the QuantiFERON assay, a mitogen control may indicate general T-cell responsiveness. The ELISpot assay cannot differentiate CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Studies have used cutoffs for defining positive responses ranging between 5 and 50 spot-forming cells per 200,000 PBMC. An ELISpot assay (T-Track CMV; Lophius Biosciences, Regensburg, Germany) has recently received CE marking in Europe.

Most studies that have analyzed CMV-specific T-cell responses have used intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) for IFN-γ using flow cytometry. Unlike ELISpot or QuantiFERON assays, ICS can provide both quantitative and qualitative characteristics of CMV-specific T cells. Clinical studies have shown that this technique can predict both CMV disease and viremia; several studies showed an increased risk of CMV disease with low levels of specific T-cell immunity (93–96). Similarly, the absence of anti-CMV T-cell response by this technique correlates with the inability to clear viremia (93, 96, 97). Stable levels of CMV specific CD4+ T cells were associated with lower risk of CMV replication (93, 96, 98). The development of T-cell immunity has been associated with freedom from CMV disease after lung transplantation (99). The predictive value for viremia may be improved when the analysis of IFN-γ is combined with other cytokines (IL-2) and markers (PD-1) (79).

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-multimer–based assays directly stain peptide-specific T cells using peptide-conjugated MHC class I tetramers or pentamers. They can determine CD8+ T-cell responses but are epitope specific and require knowledge of the patients’ HLA type. Multimer assays have only been shown to predict CMV viremia when combined with analysis of surface markers such as PD-1 (100, 101). Both ICS and MHC-multimer staining require a fluorescence-activated cell-sorting facility, which limits widespread use.

The ImmuKnow (Cylex, Columbia, MD) assay is not specific for CMV. This assay, which is commercially available in the United States and some European countries, measures overall immune function by determining the amount of ATP produced in response to whole blood stimulation by phytohemagglutinin. A Cylex assay specific to CMV is available for research purposes and has been studied in a cohort of lung transplant recipients to monitor CMV-specific responses over time; (102) there are no studies indicating whether this assay is predictive of CMV viremia or disease.

Despite the lack of widely available assays, several clinical studies have now been published that have used immune monitoring to determine risk of CMV disease and viremia. The majority of studies have measured IFN-γ alone or in combination with other cytokines or cell-surface molecules and included both seropositive and seronegative recipients. The frequency of monitoring in these studies has been variable; high-risk patients were generally monitored starting at the end of prophylaxis and those undergoing preemptive therapy were screened weekly to monthly. Data are accumulating that suggest that immune monitoring may be valuable in combination with viral load monitoring. Clinical utility studies are needed that demonstrate that alteration of patient management based on the results of an immune-based assay is feasible, safe, and cost-effective. Potential areas of application for immune-based assays are summarized in Table 4.

Immune-based assays may have utility for risk stratification of patients before transplantation. In one study, determination of T-cell immunity before transplantation was able to predict CMV replication after transplantation (86). Preliminary studies suggest that detection of CMV-specific T cells may be an alternative to serology in accurately determining CMV immune status in adults and children with passively transfused or maternal antibodies (14, 15).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assay</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Predict viremia</th>
<th>Predict disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intracellular cytokine staining</td>
<td>Whole-blood assay with low blood volume (1 mL) or PBMCs; short incubation time; results available after 8 hr; identification of CD4^+ and CD8^+ T cells; knowledge of HLA not necessarily required; quantitative and qualitative characterization</td>
<td>Needs access to a flow cytometer; not standardized</td>
<td>Most data available with this technique; potential to freeze PBMCs and ship to reference lab for testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuantiFERON-CMV (Cellestis)</td>
<td>Whole-blood assay with low blood volume (3 mL); simple to perform; results available after 30-40 hr; can be done in any center and stimulated plasma can be sent to reference lab</td>
<td>CD8^+ responses only; sensitive to lymphopenia; rare patients whose HLA types are not covered in assay</td>
<td>Approved in Europe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISpot</td>
<td>Identifies both CD4^+/CD8^+ T cells; knowledge of HLA not necessarily required; results available after 30-40 hr</td>
<td>Need for purified PBMCs from at least 10 mL blood; cannot differentiate CD4^+ and CD8^+ T cells; not standardized</td>
<td>Potential to freeze PBMCs and ship to reference lab for testing; commercial availability (T-Track CMV, Lophius, CE marked in Europe)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC multimer staining</td>
<td>Fast assay (1-2 h); whole-blood assay with low blood volume (0.5-1 mL) or PBMC</td>
<td>CD8^+ responses only; needs access to a flow cytometer HLA and epitope specific; no information about function unless combined with ICS; not standardized</td>
<td>Unlikely to be used on a widespread basis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylex ImmuKnow</td>
<td>CD4^+ response</td>
<td>Not specific for CMV</td>
<td>Commercially available in the United States</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CMV Vaccines

Several CMV vaccines are under development; none are currently available for routine clinical use. Types of vaccines include live attenuated, DNA, subunit, and recombinant viral vaccines (59). A live attenuated vaccine based on the Towne strain of CMV was found to be safe during clinical testing but had a suboptimal antibody response, and although CMV disease was attenuated, the vaccine failed to prevent infection (103, 104). A recombinant gB vaccine with MF59 adjuvant was shown to induce neutralizing antibodies (105) and prevent infection (106). In a recent study, this vaccine was administered in a three-dose schedule to both CMV seropositive and seronegative transplant candidates (107). During follow-up, the vaccine reduced overall days of CMV viremia and number of days of antiviral therapy. A trial with a gB/ pp65-based DNA plasmid vaccine in HSCT recipients has been completed. This vaccine was administered as one pre-transplantation dose and five post-transplantation doses. It showed a significant reduction in viremia versus placebo as well as a reduction in the number of CMV episodes (108). A clinical trial with the plasmid vaccine in SOT is under development. An alphavirus replicon vector system has been used to produce viral particles expressing gB and pp65/IE-1 fusion protein; initial studies in mice and rabbits have shown the development of neutralizing antibodies (109). Other vaccines include canary pox gB and pp65 vaccines that produce T-cell responses and neutralizing antibodies (110, 111). An adenoviral chimeric vaccine encoding gB and multiple CMV epitopes was able to produce a robust cellular response and neutralizing antibodies in mice (112). In general, CMV vaccines have reached human studies with clinical endpoints but are still in early stages of clinical development.

Consensus Recommendations

- Hypogammaglobulinemia may increase the risk of CMV disease after transplantation. Measurement of total immunoglobulins for the prevention of CMV is not routinely recommended, although it may be used in situations where CMV is difficult to control (weak, low).
- Immunologic monitoring can be used as an adjunct tool to predict risk of viremia and disease in the postprophylaxis and preemptive setting (strong, moderate).
- CMV vaccines are in preclinical, phase I, and phase II trials. The primary goal of a CMV vaccine should be to prevent or modulate CMV replication and/or CMV disease. Surrogate endpoints (e.g., reduction in viral replication) can be used to evaluate vaccine efficacy (strong, moderate).

Future Research Directions

The following future research directions are important for the further development of immune monitoring and CMV vaccines:

- Immune monitoring assays should continue to be improved for ease of use and standardization. An ideal immune monitoring assay should provide information on both CMV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell frequency and function. Optimally, the assay should measure IFN-γ and additional markers that indicate functionality and/or anergy. In addition, Tregs and γδ T cells may have predictive value for DNAemia and should continue to be studied for incorporation into immune monitoring strategies.
- Clinical utility studies of immune monitoring are needed that demonstrate that alteration of patient management based on the results of an immune-based assay is feasible, safe, and cost-effective.
- Studies are also needed to determine the comparative performance of immune monitoring assays in the prediction of CMV viremia/disease. In addition, cutoff values for positivity need to be established for ELISpot and ICS assays.
- Immune-based assays could have potential to be used as an alternative or an adjunct to serology in children and adults where potential passive antibody immunity is a concern; further studies are needed especially in transplant candidates younger than 12 months.
- Adoptive T-cell therapy for CMV has been used in clinical studies of HSCT recipients. This is an area where formal clinical studies in organ transplantation are needed.
- For further development of CMV vaccines, the expert panel was of the opinion that (i) given the high frequency of disease in D+/R- transplant recipients, vaccines should be evaluated specifically in this group; (ii) vaccination may also reduce the burden of disease or impact the course of latent CMV infection in seropositive patients; vaccination trials

TABLE 4. Potential clinical scenarios for the use of immune-based assays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical scenarios</th>
<th>Assays studied</th>
<th>Potential clinical managementa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMV D+/R- and R+ at the end of prophylaxis</td>
<td>QFT, ELISpot, ICS</td>
<td>For negative assay, prolong prophylaxis; for positive assay, no further prophylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMV D+/R- and R+ during preemptive strategy</td>
<td>QFT, ELISpot, ICS</td>
<td>Result may help guide frequency of viral load monitoring and thresholds for initiating antiviral therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttherapy for acute rejection</td>
<td>ICS (small number, not predictive)</td>
<td>For negative assay, restart prophylaxis or viral load monitoring; for positive assay, no further intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent completion of therapy for CMV disease or viremia (prediction of relapse)</td>
<td>No studies</td>
<td>For negative assay, secondary prophylaxis; for positive assay, no further therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk stratification in patients before transplantation</td>
<td>ICS, QFT</td>
<td>For positive assay, assume true positive CMV status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a No formal studies of clinical management have been published to date.
QFT, QuantiFERON-CMV.
should therefore focus on this group also; and (iii) vaccine studies should include an evaluation of both humoral and cellular immunity where applicable as well as longevity of responses.

**PREVENTION OF CMV**

Strategies to prevent CMV have significantly reduced CMV disease and decreased the “indirect effects” of CMV infection. Two major strategies are commonly employed for the prevention of CMV: universal prophylaxis and preemptive therapy. There is significant variation in clinical application of these strategies among centers.

**Universal Prophylaxis**

Universal prophylaxis involves the administration of antiviral medication to all patients or a subset of “at-risk” patients. Antivirals are usually begun in the immediate or very early posttransplantation period and continued for a finite period of time, often in the range of 3 to 6 months. Several antivirals have been evaluated for universal prophylaxis, including acyclovir, valacyclovir, intravenous ganciclovir, oral ganciclovir, and valganciclovir. In early studies, acyclovir was determined to be inferior to ganciclovir for the prevention of CMV (113). A large study comparing oral ganciclovir to valganciclovir in D+/R- transplant patients (PV16000) demonstrated equivalent efficacy; concern was raised regarding an increased incidence of tissue-invasive disease in liver transplant patients who received valganciclovir (114). Late-onset CMV disease, defined as disease occurring after the discontinuation of prophylaxis, has been found in all studies evaluating universal prophylaxis. In the PV16000 study, late-onset CMV disease occurred in 18% at 12 months (closer to 30% when including investigator-treated disease) (114). In the Improved Protection Against Cytomegalovirus in Transplantation study in D+/R- kidney recipients, 36.8% of those on 100 days of prophylaxis developed confirmed CMV disease compared with 16.1% on 200 days of prophylaxis (P=0.0001) (mostly viral syndrome) (115) at 1 year of follow-up; by 2 years after transplantation, 63 of 163 (38.7%) patients in the 100-day group developed CMV disease compared with 33 of 155 (21.3%) patients in the 200-day group (P=0.001). There were similar rates of biopsy-proven acute rejection and graft loss (116). The determinants of late-onset CMV disease in patients receiving prophylaxis have not been fully elucidated but are likely related to ongoing immunosuppression accompanied by a lack of development of significant CMV-specific cell-mediated immunity. Risk factors for late-onset disease include D+/R- serostatus, shorter courses of prophylaxis, higher levels of immunosuppression, and allograft rejection (115, 117).

**Preemptive Therapy**

With preemptive therapy, laboratory monitoring is performed at regular intervals to detect early viral replication; once viral replication reaches a certain assay threshold, optimally before the development of symptoms, antiviral treatment is initiated to prevent the progression to clinical disease. Diagnostic improvements and better availability of assays have made this approach more feasible in the past decade. Given the variability among diagnostic assays (36), a threshold for starting therapy cannot be defined, although there was strong consensus that a very low threshold should be used especially with D+/R-, as higher thresholds may result in higher rates of disease and antiviral resistance; (118) some recommend starting treatment with any detectable DNAemia, as viral kinetics are unpredictable and may increase very rapidly (119, 120). Preemptive therapy is more difficult to coordinate because it requires weekly laboratory monitoring and prompt results. In settings where viral doubling time is very rapid (especially with D+/R- (118, 119)), there may be insufficient time to begin treatment for CMV infection before the development of symptoms or tissue-invasive disease; one recent study demonstrated a median (range) doubling time of 1.54 (0.55–5.5) days in D+/R- compared with 2.67 (0.27–26.7) days in the D+/R+ recipients (P<0.0001) (119). High rates of CMV disease would be expected if therapy is not initiated in a timely manner. Coordinating the logistics of routine screening, reviewing results, initiating therapy rapidly after positive assays, and performing subsequent monitoring and management may be difficult or not possible for some centers. Only one assay and one specimen type, either whole blood or plasma, should be used for an individual patient to ensure comparability of results.

The advantages of preemptive therapy include lower rates of late CMV, more selective drug targeting, decreased drug cost, and associated toxicities. One of the major concerns with preemptive therapy is that it may not prevent the indirect effects of CMV infection, including effects on graft and patient survival; recent studies have demonstrated conflicting data (121–124). In addition, second episodes of replication are observed in about 30% of patients treated for CMV DNAemia, some of which require further therapeutic intervention (125). Patients who are D+/R-, certain transplant types (e.g., lung), and those on potent immunosuppression are more prone to recurrent episodes of DNAemia (discussed further in Treatment section).

**Universal Prophylaxis Versus Preemptive Therapy**

A comparison of universal prophylaxis with preemptive therapy is provided in Table 5. Preemptive therapy was directly compared with prophylaxis in renal transplant recipients in four randomized trials (121–124) with long-term results available in three studies (123, 126, 127). The results were somewhat contradictory and notably affected by the variation in frequency of CMV monitoring in preemptive therapy groups and perhaps by the fact that three different antiviral drugs were used for prophylaxis. The studies using weekly monitoring for 4 months after transplantation with high compliance rates showed similar reductions of CMV disease (121, 122), intragraft CMV infection (128), and comparable (126) or better (127) long-term graft survival in patients managed by preemptive therapy approach. Long-term follow-up in one study showed that multiple posttransplantation outcomes, including acute rejection, graft loss, cardiovascular events, new-onset diabetes mellitus, allograft nephropathy, chronic rejection, and mortality, were similar between prophylaxis and preemptive therapy groups; (126) in another study, preemptive therapy improved 4-year graft survival (92% vs. 74%; P=0.049) as a result of worse outcomes in patients with late-onset CMV DNAemia (127). In contrast, with less frequent monitoring, preemptive therapy failed to prevent CMV disease (123, 124) and long-term graft survival was superior with prophylaxis (123). Although the overall
number of D+/R- patients was low (up to ~1/3) or not always included (124), long-term graft survival was similar in D+/R- patients in all studies (123, 126, 127).

There is no published randomized trial directly comparing preemptive therapy and prophylaxis in nonrenal SOT recipients. In a relatively large cohort study including D+/R- liver transplant patients, there were no differences in the incidence of both bacterial and fungal infections and patient and graft survival for up to 3 years after transplantation between the patients treated preemptively compared with those who never develop CMV viremia (129). In another retrospective trial comparing preemptive therapy and prophylaxis in liver transplant recipients, prophylaxis was more effective than preemptive therapy in the prevention of CMV disease in D+/R-, but no differences in acute allograft rejection, other opportunistic infections, or case fatality rates were seen (130). In summary, with careful and compliant monitoring, currently available data do not suggest a superiority of either prophylaxis or preemptive therapy in renal or liver transplant recipients in either R+ or D+/R- recipients.

Due to the lack of data and the high risk of disease (especially with D+/R-), prophylaxis may be preferred in nonliver and nonkidney SOT recipients. Individual transplant centers should weigh the risks and benefits of each strategy based on their frequency of CMV disease, ability to monitor recipients (i.e., logistics), cost of antiviral medications, frequency of late-onset CMV disease, and occurrence of indirect effects. Given the high rates of disease seen in D+/R-, centers may prefer to not use preemptive therapy in D+/R-; in one recent study of renal and liver transplant recipients monitored once to twice a week, the majority of D+/R- patients developed viremia and required treatment (viremia 58/74 [78%] and treatment 51/74 [69%]), with significant rates of multiple episodes of viremia especially in kidney recipients (119). CMV infection and disease within the lung allograft are associated with chronic lung allograft dysfunction (131, 132), such that universal prophylaxis is preferred over a preemptive approach in the majority of lung transplant centers (133). With high rates of CMV complications in vascularized composite allograft transplantation, especially when active infection is managed concomitantly with acute graft rejection, prophylaxis is generally preferred; (134–138) consideration should be given to possible donor–recipient matching, because this type of transplant is “life-enhancing” and not considered “life-saving.”

### Hybrid Approach

A number of transplant centers utilize a hybrid strategy in which preemptive monitoring is initiated after completing prophylaxis (often 90–100 days in studies). Use of a hybrid strategy is not supported by the available data (139–142) and cannot be routinely recommended at this time (Table 6). The majority of experts at the meeting reported using a hybrid approach at least occasionally at their center, however, especially for high-risk recipients.

### Late-Onset Disease After Discontinuing Prophylaxis (“Late CMV”)

The occurrence of late-onset CMV disease after discontinuing prophylaxis is an important issue and is associated with higher rates of mortality (143) and graft loss (144). Transplant centers should monitor clinically for signs and symptoms of late-onset CMV disease and educate their patients about symptoms of CMV disease. Additional strategies to prevent late-onset disease may be considered in high-risk subgroups of patients. Monitoring after the end of prophylaxis is often used but has not been shown to be effective (see Hybrid section). Other strategies include prolongation of prophylaxis or use of immunodiagnostics to better define risk.

### Consensus Recommendations

#### Use of Prophylaxis versus Preemptive Therapy

- Both universal prophylaxis and preemptive strategies are viable approaches for the prevention of CMV disease (strong, high).
- For D+/R-, the majority of consensus conference participants endorsed the use of either prophylaxis or preemptive therapy after kidney and liver transplantation (strong, high). For centers or patients unable to meet the stringent logistic requirements required with a preemptive therapy strategy, prophylaxis is preferred.
- For D+/R-, the majority of consensus conference participants endorsed the use of prophylaxis over preemptive therapy after heart and lung transplantation based on the available data suggesting better graft survival and clinical outcomes (weak, low). Preemptive therapy has not been well studied in pancreas, islet, intestinal, and vascularized composite allograft transplantation (i.e., hand and face); prophylaxis may be preferable over preemptive therapy until more data are available (weak, very low).
For seropositive recipients after kidney, liver, and heart transplantation, either strategy is acceptable. Preemptive therapy has not been well studied in some seropositive populations, including lung, heart, vascularized composite, pancreas, islet, and intestinal transplantation; prophylaxis may be preferable (weak, low).

- Prophylaxis may be preferred in other high-risk patients, including those on recent antilymphocyte therapy, potent immunosuppression including desensitization or ABO-incompatible protocols (including those on rituximab, bortezomib, eculizumab, and plasmapheresis/immunoabsorption), and those with HIV (weak, moderate) (145).
- Transplant recipients on mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors such as sirolimus and everolimus may have lower rates of CMV; whether this should alter their prevention strategy is unknown.

Routine viral load monitoring (without symptoms) in patients receiving antiviral prophylaxis or at the conclusion of antiviral prophylaxis has not been shown to be of benefit.

To mitigate the risk of late CMV, some use a hybrid approach (i.e., prophylaxis followed by preemptive therapy), especially for those recipients felt to be at high risk for late CMV disease. With the limitations of the available data, the routine use of the hybrid strategy is not recommended at this time in any risk group (weak, low).

### Prophylaxis Strategy D+/R-:
#### Recommended Durations
- **Kidney recipients**: 6 months may be preferable for D+/R- kidney recipients (strong, high).
- **Liver, heart, pancreas recipients**: The duration of prophylaxis in D+/R- patients after liver, heart, and pancreas transplantation should generally be between 3 months (strong, moderate) and 6 months (strong, low).
- **Islet recipients**: Three months is recommended (weak, low).
- **Lung recipients**: Between 6 and 12 months prophylaxis is recommended for D+/R- lung transplant recipients (strong, moderate) (131, 153–156). Compared with extended prophylaxis, short duration (3 months) prophylaxis is associated with increased CMV infection and disease (155). In a recent study of 6 months of prophylaxis, almost 50% of D+/R- lung transplant patients developed late-onset CMV infection or disease: 29% developed CMV infection and 20% developed CMV disease (156), again suggesting longer prophylaxis may be warranted.
- **Vascularized composite and intestinal recipients**: A minimum of 6 months of prophylaxis is recommended for D+/R- vascularized composite (i.e., hand and face) and intestinal transplant recipients (weak, low).

### Table 6: Summary of data assessing the hybrid strategy of preemptive monitoring after 90-100 days of antiviral prophylaxis in solid organ transplant recipients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Frequency of monitoring after prophylaxis</th>
<th>Duration of monitoring after prophylaxis</th>
<th>Method of detection</th>
<th>CMV treatment trigger</th>
<th>CMV disease (R+)</th>
<th>CMV disease (D+/R-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lisboa et al. (139)</td>
<td>71 D+/R-</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>Plasma QNAT</td>
<td>25,000 copies/mL</td>
<td>41% (29/71)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boillat Blanco et al. (141)</td>
<td>86 (30 D+/R- and 56 R+)</td>
<td>Every 2 weeks</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Plasma QNAT</td>
<td>10,000 copies/mL</td>
<td>23% (7/30)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van der Beek et al. (142)</td>
<td>29 D+/R-</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Plasma QNAT</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>No end-organ disease</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montejo et al. (140)</td>
<td>23 D+/R-</td>
<td>Every other week × 3 months, then monthly × 6 months</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Antigenemia + Antigenemia</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>9% (2/23)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prophylaxis Strategy R+: Recommended Durations
- **Kidney recipients**: When a prophylaxis strategy is used for the prevention in R+ patients (with either D+ or D-), a majority of the experts felt that 3 months of antiviral medication should be used for kidney, pancreas, liver, and heart transplant recipients (strong, high/moderate) and islet (weak, low).
- **Intestinal recipients**: In those receiving potent immunosuppression (antilymphocyte antibody therapy, desensitization protocols) or...
vascularized composite and intestinal transplant recipients, between 3 and 6 months of prophylaxis can be used (weak, low). In R+ lung transplant recipients, a minimum of 6 months prophylaxis recommended (strong, moderate). Serostatus at the time of transplantation may help guide the duration of prophylaxis; after 6 months of prophylaxis after lung transplantation, 34% of D+/R+ and only 6% of D-/R+ developed infection or disease (156).

• Although D+/R+ patients are discussed here together with the D-/R- group, the former group is typically at higher risk for developing CMV disease (124, 156).

Prophylaxis Strategy D-/R-
In general, this population is at low risk for CMV disease. The routine use of prophylaxis against CMV (i.e., valganciclovir or ganciclovir) is not recommended in most situations with D-/R-.

• The use of leukodepleted or CMV-seronegative blood products is recommended for these recipients to decrease the risk of transfusion transmitted CMV (strong, moderate). The incremental additional benefit of screening or prophylaxis for CMV when such blood products are being used is uncertain. Extensive transfusion of blood products increases the risk of CMV disease (especially if not CMV screened or leukodepleted), and transplant centers may wish to monitor such recipients with weekly viral load testing or give CMV prophylaxis (weak, very low).

• Antiviral prophylaxis against other herpes infections (varicella and herpes simplex) with acyclovir, famciclovir, or valacyclovir should be considered.

Medications Used in Prophylaxis Strategy
When used for prophylaxis, the usual dose of valganciclovir is 900 mg daily versus treatment dose, which is 900 mg every 12 hr; both should be adjusted for renal function. Dosing of antiviral medication should be based on standard recommended dosing algorithms and adjusted for renal function (Table 7). Although some centers have successfully used half the recommended dose of valganciclovir for prophylaxis (i.e., 450 mg daily in patients with normal renal function, sometimes called “mini-dosing”) based on pharmacokinetic equivalence to 3 g daily of oral ganciclovir and also to minimize toxicity and cost of prophylaxis, there are insufficient data to support the routine use of such dosing (weak, low). Such an approach may convey more risk with D+/R-, who are at higher risk for breakthrough disease (156) and development of resistance. Future prospective studies are required to determine the efficacy of lower dose valganciclovir.

At the time of this meeting, oral ganciclovir had very limited to no availability internationally; if it were to become available, it could be used for prophylaxis after kidney, liver, heart, pancreas, and islet transplantation (but would not be recommended after lung, intestinal, or vascularized composite transplants, due to high rates of CMV, and/or lack of data). Oral ganciclovir had been the gold standard for numerous prevention studies; whereas PV16000 demonstrated noninferiority to valganciclovir (114), other trials have sometimes shown variable outcomes.

In renal transplantation, high-dose valacyclovir prophylaxis is effective for CMV disease and CMV viremia prevention in both D+/R- and D+/R+ patients (157). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CrCl (mL/min)</th>
<th>Treatment dose</th>
<th>Maintenance/ prevention dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous Ganciclovir (adapted from 270)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥70</td>
<td>5.0 mg/kg q12 hr</td>
<td>5.0 mg/kg q24 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–69</td>
<td>2.5 mg/kg q12 hr</td>
<td>2.5 mg/kg q24 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–49</td>
<td>2.5 mg/kg q24 hr</td>
<td>1.25 mg/kg q24 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–24</td>
<td>1.25 mg/kg q24 hr</td>
<td>0.625 mg/kg q24 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>1.25 mg/kg 3 times a week</td>
<td>0.625 mg/kg 3 times a week after hemodialysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Valganciclovir (adapted from 271, 272)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CrCr (mL/min)</th>
<th>Prevention dose (kidney only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valacyclovir (high dose) (157)</td>
<td>2000 mg four times per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>1500 mg four times per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–75</td>
<td>1500 mg three times per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–50</td>
<td>1500 mg twice daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–25</td>
<td>1500 mg once daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 or dialysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Oral solution must be used in this instance as valganciclovir tablets cannot be split.
efficacy seems to be comparable with oral ganciclovir prophylaxis (158, 159). Major advantages of valacyclovir regimens include less bone marrow suppression and lower cost in some settings; (157, 159, 160) disadvantages include high pill burden and neurotoxicity side effects mainly in patients with delayed graft function (157, 159).

There are limited data to support the use of CMV immunoglobulin (CMV Ig) for prophylaxis when appropriate antivirals are given. Some centers use these products in conjunction with antiviral prophylaxis, primarily for high-risk thoracic and intestinal transplant recipients. Not all recommended agents are approved in various jurisdictions.

**Recommended Medications for Prophylaxis**

- **Kidney transplant**: valganciclovir, intravenous ganciclovir, or high-dose valacyclovir.
- **Pancreas transplant** (including kidney/pancreas or islet): valganciclovir or intravenous ganciclovir.
- **Liver transplant**: intravenous ganciclovir or valganciclovir. In a subgroup analysis, valganciclovir was associated with a higher rate of tissue-invasive disease in liver transplant recipients (114). Multiple studies have shown noninferiority to oral ganciclovir; (143, 161–164) however, some do show less optimal outcomes (165). In one survey, it was the most commonly used drug for CMV prevention in liver transplant recipients (166).
- **Heart, lung, intestinal, and vascularized composite (i.e., hand and face) transplants**: valganciclovir, intravenous ganciclovir, +/− CMV Ig.

**Preemptive Therapy Strategy**

- When a preemptive therapy strategy is used, it is recommended that the center develop and validate their local protocol (167). Because preemptive therapy relies on laboratory monitoring, it is important that an appropriate threshold value be chosen for the specific assay that is used. A sufficiently low threshold for initiation of treatment during preemptive therapy is recommended to prevent the majority of CMV disease. There is insufficient evidence to recommend universal threshold values.
- For optimal preemptive therapy, there was strong consensus that transplant recipients should be monitored by viral load testing every week for 3 to 4 months after transplantation (strong, moderate). Meticulous weekly monitoring is needed for preemptive therapy to be effective.
- The same sample type (plasma, whole blood) and assay should be used throughout the monitoring period.
- Some studies of preemptive therapy have included secondary antiviral prophylaxis for 2 to 4 weeks after treatment (123, 124). Alternatively, once treatment of DNAemia is complete, weekly monitoring can be reinitiated as originally planned (i.e., for 3–4 months after transplantation) (weak, low).
- Once a certain positive threshold is reached, therapy with treatment dose (not prophylactic dose) valganciclovir or intravenous ganciclovir (strong, high) should be started as soon as possible and continued until one or two negative tests are obtained. If there is a delay in initiating treatment, the assay should be repeated upon initiation of therapy; if it returns negative, therapy should be ceased and monitoring reinitiated. Weekly testing while on treatment is generally recommended.
- Some programs send patients home with valganciclovir starter packs so they can rapidly initiate therapy if their testing is positive (168).
- Further studies are needed for better refinement of the preemptive therapy approach.

**Prevention during Treatment of Rejection**

There was consensus that treatment of rejection with antilymphocyte antibodies in at-risk recipients should result in reinitiation of prophylaxis or preemptive therapy for 1 to 3 months (weak, moderate); (169) a similar strategy may be considered during treatment of rejection with high-dose steroids (weak, very low).

**Future Directions**

Large prospective comparative trials of prophylaxis and preemptive approaches are required to assess the preferred method of prevention in specific SOT recipients. Optimal duration of prevention for all organs also requires additional investigation. Studies thus far do not support the use of a hybrid approach, although available data have been limited by short monitoring periods, long intervals between assays, and other methodologic issues. Future studies should assess potential ways to improve the efficacy of the hybrid strategy such as more stringent monitoring, lower thresholds for initiating antiviral therapy, and the adjunctive use of immunodiagnostic assays. Optimal dosing of valganciclovir and comparison of agents across different organ transplants also requires additional investigation. The risk of resistance with different approaches also bears further exploration. New potent oral drugs are needed. Further studies on the use of novel antiviral agents for the prevention may be helpful, including CMX001, higher-dose maribavir, AIC246 (Itermovir), and others. The impact of certain new immunosuppressive medications for induction and maintenance (i.e., IL-2 inhibitors and mTOR inhibitors) may affect prevention. Immunodiagnostics may eventually result in individualized prevention strategies.

**CMV Treatment**

Valganciclovir and intravenous ganciclovir were both recommended in previous guidelines (1) for the treatment of nonsevere CMV disease, based on data from the VICTOR trial (1, 42), and the equivalency of plasma concentrations obtained with valganciclovir. In recent years, the international transplant community has gained more experience with the use of valganciclovir for the treatment of CMV disease. Orally administered therapy is convenient for both the caregiver and the patient, reduces hospital stays, and avoids the risks of intravenous therapy (i.e., line sepsis and damage to veins that may be later needed for dialysis). Although valganciclovir generally has good bioavailability (~60%), systemic bioavailability remains a potential source of variability with oral formulations, particularly in patients with intestinal disease. Therefore, when optimal drug exposure is required, such as in life-threatening CMV disease, intravenous ganciclovir is recommended. In addition, there are minimal pharmacokinetic data confirming adequate valganciclovir bioavailability.
in patients with gastrointestinal disease and with cystic fibrosis; further clinical studies of the reliability of drug absorption in such high-risk patients are needed (170, 171).

Whether valganciclovir or intravenous ganciclovir is used, it is important that appropriate doses be administered (Table 7). Inadequate dosing may result in lack of clinical efficacy and the development of resistance (172), whereas supratherapeutic doses increase toxicity (173). The dose of ganciclovir or valganciclovir must be adjusted according to each patient's renal function. The pivotal trials with valganciclovir and ganciclovir for the prevention and treatment of CMV disease used the Cockcroft-Gault formula (174). Use of other methods to estimate renal function such as the Modified Diet in Renal Disease formula may lead to underdosing (175). In patients with normal renal function, twice daily dosing should be used for the treatment of disease and once daily dosing for secondary prophylaxis (see below).

The recommended length of treatment is determined by the monitoring of weekly CMV viral loads and continuing treatment until one or two consecutive negative samples are obtained with a minimum treatment course of 2 weeks, which minimizes the risk for development of resistance and disease recurrence (125, 176, 177). Concurrent clinical monitoring for response to therapy is recommended. More frequent monitoring of the viral load has not demonstrated any additional therapeutic value. Plasma or whole-blood viral loads do not necessarily reflect compartmentalized disease (particularly in sanctuary sites such as CSF and vitreous humor), and patients with such disease should be treated until clinical resolution (49). Patients with gastrointestinal tissue-invasive disease also may need longer treatment courses than what is reflected by viral load testing.

Secondary prophylaxis is defined as prolonged therapy with standard prophylaxis doses (e.g., once daily) after a successful treatment course as indicated above. The use of secondary prophylaxis is variable across transplant centers, but when used the duration often ranges from 1 to 3 months (42, 125). Use and duration should reflect the likelihood of recurrent CMV infection. In cases of serious disease and in tissue-invasive disease without viremia, a longer duration of secondary prophylaxis with clinical monitoring of the specific disease manifestation may be preferred. In cases of recurrent CMV disease, secondary prophylaxis after successful retreatment may need to be prolonged (and level of immunosuppression potentially decreased).

Risk factors for recurrence of CMV infection include primary CMV infection, deceased-donor transplantation, high initial viral load, slow reduction in viral load on treatment, persistent viremia when transferred to secondary prophylaxis, multorgan disease, and treatment of rejection during treatment for CMV disease (125, 177–179). Additional factors that influence viral decay are a high net state of immunosuppression, thoracic organ transplantation, and gastrointestinal tissue-invasive CMV disease (49, 180, 181). Knowledge of these risk factors allows for some individualization of therapy but only as a supplement to clinical and virologic monitoring.

**Consensus Recommendations**

- For nonsevere CMV disease, valganciclovir (900 mg every 12 hr) or intravenous ganciclovir (5 mg/kg every 12 hr) are recommended as first-line treatment in adults (strong, moderate) (42). Valganciclovir is preferred except in cases of life-threatening disease and in situations where poor oral drug bioavailability or medication nonadherence is likely (strong, low). Conversion between the two drugs (i.e., from intravenous ganciclovir to valganciclovir) may be performed without interrupting dosing (strong, low). Oral ganciclovir, acyclovir, or valacyclovir should not be used for the treatment of CMV disease (strong, moderate). Renal function should be monitored frequently during treatment and antiviral dose adjustment (Table 7) should be performed based on renal function estimated by Cockcroft-Gault formula (strong, high) (174, 182). Dose reduction of valganciclovir and ganciclovir due to side effects such as leukopenia should be avoided due to risk of resistance. Other potential causes of leukopenia should be evaluated and addressed, with dose reductions or modifications made where possible to any myelosuppressive therapies such as immunosuppressive drugs (e.g., mycophenolate mofetil) or antibiotic prophylaxis (e.g., sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim).

- Treatment with valganciclovir or intravenous ganciclovir every 12 hr should be continued until viral eradication is achieved on one or two assays after a minimum of 2 weeks (strong, moderate) (28, 42, 125). Risk factors indicating possible longer treatment duration are CMV IgG seronegativity at the onset of initial viremia (42), high initial viral load, high net state of immunosuppression, thoracic transplant recipients, and gastrointestinal tissue-invasive disease (42, 49, 125, 177, 180, 181). Secondary prophylaxis with valganciclovir 900 mg once daily (renally adjusted) for 1 to 3 months may be given, with the longer duration employed in high-risk patients as outlined above (weak, low).

- Laboratory monitoring of CMV should be performed weekly during the treatment phase to monitor response (strong, moderate) (28, 42). Trends of serial monitoring are easier to interpret than an individual test result. Two consecutive negative results (preferably 1 week apart) help ensure viral clearance (strong, moderate). Periodic viral load monitoring may sometimes be performed during secondary prophylaxis (weak, moderate); the correct time interval for monitoring is not known, but more frequent monitoring should be done in those at high risk for breakthrough disease.

- Dose reduction of immunosuppressive therapy should be considered in severe CMV disease, in nonresponding patients, in patients with high viral loads, and with leukopenia (strong, low) (180, 183). If the immunosuppressive therapy is reduced, clinicians may consider returning to prior immunosuppressive treatment when adequate clinical and viral response is obtained (strong, low).

- In the case of recurrent CMV disease after a disease and drug-free period, the same treatment options apply as with a first episode of CMV disease (strong, moderate). A general evaluation of the overall immunosuppressive status of the patient should be performed and immunosuppression should be adjusted when indicated (strong, moderate) (180). For recurrent CMV disease in thoracic organ transplant recipients, intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) or CMV Ig may be considered as adjunctive therapy in cases of hypogammaglobulinemia (weak, moderate) (184–186).
**ANTIVIRAL DRUG RESISTANCE**

**Risk Factors, Frequency, and Clinical Consequences**

Risk factors for drug resistance include prolonged antiviral drug exposure (median, 5 months) and ongoing active viral replication due to factors such as the lack of prior CMV immunity (D+/R-), high levels of immunosuppressive therapy, or inadequate antiviral drug delivery (187). Ganciclovir resistance occurs mainly in the D+/R- subset where the usual incidence of resistance after viremia is 5% to 12% and is higher in lung transplant recipients (187–190). Presentations of drug-resistant CMV infection range from asymptomatic (e.g., when drug resistance is monitored during antiviral prophylaxis clinical trials (191)) to severe or fatal end-organ disease (192). During CMV prophylaxis, the incidence of ganciclovir resistance is low, in the 0% to 3% range, and did not appear to be increased when the prophylaxis duration was increased from 100 to 200 days in D+/R- kidney recipients (191). Depending on the amount of active viral replication during antiviral therapy and ganciclovir dose, a higher incidence of ganciclovir resistance has sometimes been reported with preemptive therapy compared with prophylaxis (118, 190).

**Diagnosis of Drug Resistance**

Antiviral drug resistance should be suspected when there is no improvement (or with relapses) in CMV viremia or clinical disease during prolonged antiviral therapy especially in the presence of risk factors. Generally, prolonged therapy means 6 or more weeks of cumulative antiviral drug exposure, including more than 2 weeks of ongoing full dose therapy at the time of evaluation. Increases in viral loads in the first 2 weeks of treatment are not predictors of drug resistance (188). Although clinical risk factors for drug resistance are becoming better defined, diagnostic laboratory testing is needed to support decisions on switching therapies with potential adverse effects.

Genotypic assays for viral drug resistance mutations are available in reference and commercial laboratories, with a turnaround time of less than 1 week, and can be performed on viral sequences directly amplified from blood (whole blood, plasma, or leukocytes), fluids (CSF and BAL), or tissue specimens. The same blood specimens used for CMV QNAT are usually tested, although there are reports of discordant findings of resistance mutations in different body compartments. Testing is more reliable if the CMV load in the specimen is at least 1000 copies/mL. Quality-control concerns include false-positive detection of mutations due to contamination or technical errors and false-negatives due to insensitivity of current sequencing methods in detecting mutant subpopulations comprising less than 20% to 30% of the total. Evolving sequencing technologies offer the potential of detecting far smaller mutant subpopulations.

At present, genotypic testing usually includes the UL97 kinase (codons 400–670) and the UL54 DNA polymerase (codons 300–1000) genes that contain known resistance mutations for current anti-CMV drugs. The relevant genes and codon ranges will evolve as new mutations and antiviral drugs are characterized. There is an increasing database of CMV sequence variants (187, 193). Occurrence of resistance mutations without prior antiviral drug exposure is very rare. In patients treated with ganciclovir, UL97 mutations appear first in about 90% of cases followed later by the addition of UL54 mutations that confer increased ganciclovir resistance. On this basis, it is reasonable to begin genotypic testing with UL97 alone, leaving the UL54 analysis for later follow-up. UL97 mutations conferring ganciclovir resistance are strongly clustered at codons 460, 520, or 590 to 607. The seven most common (“canonical”) mutations listed in Table 8 account for more than 80% of cases. Other UL97 sequence changes may confer varying degrees of ganciclovir resistance (Table 8). UL97 mutations do not affect foscarin or cidofovir susceptibility. UL54 drug resistance mutations tend to occur in the conserved functional domains and may confer cross-resistance to other drugs (detailed in Fig. 1). In both UL97 and UL54, uncharacterized sequence variants cannot be presumed to be resistance-related without careful analysis of such factors as presence in serial specimens, treatment history, proximity to known gene mutations, and corroboration by recombinant phenotyping (187). Genotype assay reports from diagnostic laboratories vary in the degree of detail and accuracy of interpretive information provided.

The traditional plaque reduction (phenotypic) assay for susceptibility testing of viral isolates is impractical because of slow turnaround time and the lack of CMV culture isolates in current diagnostic practice (187). Contemporary recombinant phenotyping involves the targeted mutagenesis of laboratory CMV strains and is for research use only (1).

**Alternate Therapy for Drug-Resistant CMV**

No controlled trial data define a best practice for selection of alternate therapy when suspected or confirmed drug resistance is present based on clinical risk factors or genotypic testing. An algorithm (Fig. 2) based on consensus expert

---

**TABLE 8.** Ganciclovir resistance levels associated with UL97 genotypes by Fold change in ganciclovir EC50$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype frequency</th>
<th>5–15$^a$</th>
<th>2–5$^a$</th>
<th>&lt;2$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most common</td>
<td>M460V/I, H520Q, A594V, L595S, C603W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Moderate resistance (5–15$^a$), low-grade resistance (2–5$^a$), or insignificant resistance (<2$^a$).

$^b$ del=in-frame deletion of single codon; del2=deletion of two codons.

$^c$ In-frame deletion of ≥3 codons in the 590–607 range can be assumed to confer moderate ganciclovir resistance, although only a few examples have been phenotyped. Deletion of less than 3 codons may confer varying degrees of ganciclovir resistance.

$^d$ D605E is a baseline sequence polymorphism common in east Asia, unrelated to drug resistance.
opinion has been slightly modified from the prior version (1) to clarify decision-making criteria. Depending on the severity of the CMV disease (whether life or sight threatening) and host risk factors (D+/R-, severe immunosuppression), empiric changes in therapy can be made when drug resistance is suspected, pending return of genotypic resistance data. An effort should be made to deliver full therapeutic doses of all selected drugs to reduce the further emergence of resistance mutations. Only a fraction of cases with clinical suspicion of drug resistance will be genotypically confirmed (189). If laboratory testing returns no evidence supporting drug resistance, emphasis should be given to optimization of host factors rather than switching antiviral medications. Immunosuppressive therapy should be reduced to the lowest feasible amount, and adjunctive measures described in the next section can be considered. Therapeutic drug monitoring may potentially be helpful in adjusting doses to maintain effective drug levels in relation to viral inhibitory concentrations, although no optimum target levels have been established (194).

Some UL97 or UL54 mutations confer low levels of ganciclovir resistance by themselves (Table 8) (187) and may be amenable to ganciclovir dose escalation (up to 10 mg/kg every 12 hr) combined with optimization of host factors, if severe disease is not present. This is double the standard dose and needs monitoring for bone marrow suppression and dose adjustment for renal function. Switching to foscarnet is recommended if a mutation confers higher-level ganciclovir resistance, or UL97 and UL54 mutations combine to confer high-level ganciclovir resistance and usually cidofovir cross-resistance. There is little information on the efficacy of cidofovir as salvage therapy in SOT; its use in HSCT gave mixed results (195), and dose-limiting nephrotoxicity is frequent. Short-term use of cidofovir or available experimental treatments can be considered when both ganciclovir and foscarnet resistance mutations have been detected that do not confer cidofovir cross-resistance.

Adjunctive Therapy
Adjunctive treatments, defined as those without a specific CMV antiviral drug target, have not been adequately evaluated. CMV Ig (or IVIG) and adoptive infusions of CMV-specific T cells may improve antiviral host defenses. Several drugs used for other purposes, including mTOR inhibitors (sirolimus and everolimus), leflunomide, and artesunate, have anti-CMV effects in vitro (147, 196, 197). Switching immunosuppressive therapy to an mTOR inhibitor may be worthwhile based on studies showing a lower incidence of CMV infection and disease (152). Leflunomide has been advocated but lacks controlled trial data to prove antiviral efficacy (196), and caution is advised when used for cases of severe disease or with high viral loads. Use of artesunate has been the subject of case reports (197, 198), with mixed outcomes suggesting a similar degree of caution as with leflunomide.

Experimental CMV Antiviral Agents
Hexadecyloxypropyl cidofovir conjugate (CMX001) is an orally bioavailable derivative of cidofovir with improved intracellular active drug delivery and in vitro antiviral potency while avoiding the high renal concentrations and frequent nephrotoxicity associated with intravenous cidofovir (199). It was effective in a phase II trial as CMV prophylaxis in HSCT recipients and has been used as salvage therapy for some cases of ganciclovir-resistant CMV disease with mixed results in an expanded access study (200). Optimal dosing has yet to be determined, and diarrhea is a dose-limiting adverse effect. Resistance to CMX001 is expected to involve similar mutations of UL54 as cidofovir (187).

Maribavir is an oral benzimidazole L-riboside inhibitor of the CMV UL97 kinase (201). After promising early-phase clinical trials, phase III trials in HSCT and liver transplant recipients demonstrated no antiviral efficacy of low-dose (100 mg twice daily) maribavir (202, 203). It has been used as salvage therapy at a higher dose (400 mg twice daily) for drug-resistant CMV infection, with mixed results including success in treating lower initial viral loads (204) and a case of viral rebound and proven maribavir resistance when treating a very high initial viral load (205). A new phase II trial of maribavir for salvage treatment of refractory and resistant CMV infection was launched in 2012. Resistance to maribavir involves mutations in the UL97 kinase distinct from those
conferring ganciclovir resistance in clinical CMV isolates, and assorted mutations in the gene UL27 that confer low-level resistance (206).

Letermovir is a CMV UL56 terminase inhibitor with high in vitro potency against baseline CMV strains (207). Antiviral efficacy was reported in phase II prophylaxis studies in HSCT recipients (208), and a single case has been published of letermovir use to clear a decreasing viral load in conjunction with reduction of immunosuppression (209). High-level resistance to letermovir has been associated with some UL56 mutations; (210) no cross-resistance with current antivirals is expected.

**Future Research and Clinical Practice Needs**

Adequate prospective studies have not been performed to define the outcomes of drug-resistant CMV under various management options. Genotypic resistance testing needs improved quality control and interpretation of the level of drug resistance and cross-resistance conferred by various mutations. The role of next-generation genotyping technology remains to be defined. New therapeutic options of adequate potency, bioavailability, and lack of toxicity and cross-resistance with current drugs are needed.

**Consensus Recommendations**

Interpretation of genotypic resistance testing is described above and summarized in Table 8 and Figure 1. Recognition and management of CMV drug resistance is presented in the algorithm (Fig. 2) and discussed in the text. Given the lack of controlled trial data to define a best practice for selection of alternate therapy when suspected or confirmed drug
resistance is present, the recommendations in the management algorithm should be considered "strong, low:"

**PEDIATRIC ISSUES IN CMV MANAGEMENT**

Prevention and treatment of CMV infection and disease in pediatric and adolescent SOT recipients present several unique issues described here, incorporating and expanding on previous guidelines (1, 211–213). The pediatric group was defined as younger than 12 years; additional factors, including body weight and developmental challenges, may influence clinical decisions.

**Burden of CMV Disease in Children**

There are limited data on the precise disease burden in pediatric SOT recipients. Nonuniform approaches to diagnosis, varying definitions of CMV, and inconsistent durations of monitoring hamper data interpretation. Epidemiologic studies conducted before the advent of prophylactic or preemptive therapy indicated that as many as 40% of pediatric liver and 15% of pediatric kidney transplant recipients developed CMV disease (214, 215). With prophylaxis, CMV disease decreased to 10% to 20% within the first 2 years after liver transplantation (216). Declines in CMV disease from 24% to 12% also have been documented in pediatric intestinal transplant recipients after the introduction of antiviral prophylaxis (217, 218). The incidence of CMV DNAemia after pediatric renal transplantation is approximately 20%, with disease in 3% to 10% (219, 220). CMV was detected in the blood in 29% to 32% of pediatric lung transplant recipients in the first year, with CMV pneumonitis in 20% (221, 222).

**Primary Risk Factors for the Development of CMV Disease in Children**

In general, adult and pediatric patients share similar risk factors for CMV disease after SOT (223). However, children have an increased likelihood of acquiring primary CMV infection because they are more often CMV naïve at transplant. In addition, CMV D-/R- pediatric SOT recipients have a greater risk of acquiring de novo CMV infection from community exposures. As many as 7% of pediatric CMV D-/R- recipients developed primary CMV infection in the first year after transplantation (222). Characterizing donor and recipient serostatus for children younger than 12 months is confounded by the potential presence of maternal CMV antibodies acquired transplacentally. Transplant recipients younger than 12 months receiving an organ from a seropositive donor are generally presumed to be seronegative unless CMV infection is confirmed by culture or NAT.

**Indirect Effects of CMV in Pediatrics**

The nature and definition of the indirect effects of CMV may be different in children. Unlike the adult SOT population where studies demonstrate significant indirect effects including increased risk of fungal and other opportunistic infections, coronary artery vasculopathy, and chronic allograft rejection (224), data in pediatric SOT recipients are limited. In pediatric lung transplant recipients, CMV is associated with increased mortality within the first year of transplantation; (222) however, an association with chronic allograft rejection and opportunistic infections has not been demonstrated (225, 226). For kidney transplant recipients, CMV DNAemia was associated with an increased risk of histologic graft rejection (220). These results are potentially confounded by the presence of Epstein-Barr virus coinfection in half of the small sample size. In heart transplantation, CMV prophylaxis with either CMV Ig or antiviral agents was associated with decreased mortality (227). Others have reported association between CMV seropositivity and coronary artery vasculopathy (228), yet data from the multicenter Pediatric Heart Transplant Study did not demonstrate this association (229). The lack of evidence that CMV has substantial indirect deleterious effects in pediatric transplantation recipients coupled with the more limited pharmacokinetic studies and the potential toxicities associated with antiviral therapy in the developing child provide a less compelling rationale for prolonged antiviral prophylaxis in children.

**Optimal Laboratory Methods for the Diagnosis of Pediatric CMV Infection/Disease**

A few caveats exist for the diagnosis of CMV in children. The amount of blood obtained by venipuncture may be limited (thus, QNAT may be easier than antigenemia). Some invasive diagnostic procedures are more difficult (e.g., transbronchial biopsies in infants). Like adults, the level of CMV DNAemia that should trigger the initiation of preemptive therapy has not been determined.

The potential role of monitoring for general or CMV-specific immune reconstitution has only been explored in uncontrolled and small studies in pediatric SOT (230). Larger studies of T-cell responses and their potential role as a biomarker of risk for CMV disease are needed before introducing these assays into clinical practice (see Immunology section).

**Prevention of Pediatric CMV Disease**

Prevention strategies in pediatric SOT recipients include preemptive therapy, antiviral prophylaxis, or a hybrid strategy, consisting of antiviral prophylaxis for 2 to 12 weeks followed by viral load monitoring. The rationale for at least a 2-week course of antiviral therapy in the hybrid strategy is based on the presumption that it may reduce viral replication within the incoming CMV+ graft at a time when the recipient may have little or no immune response. This notion has never been tested, however, and the optimal duration of prophylaxis in hybrid prevention strategies is not known (231–233). Results of all three strategies to prevent CMV disease after pediatric transplantation have been reported with comparable efficacies, although the broadest collective experience includes some period of antiviral prophylaxis. Notably, there are limited data on the pharmacokinetics of valganciclovir in infants and young children. For these reasons, the recommendations for the prevention of CMV infection and disease in pediatric SOT differ from adult recommendations.

Antiviral prophylaxis may be administered either with intravenous ganciclovir or oral valganciclovir. Intravenous ganciclovir is usually dosed at 5 mg/kg per day, although some centers start with 10 mg/kg in two divided doses for the initial 2 weeks of the prophylaxis period based on the rationale that a higher (treatment) dose may reduce viral replication within the graft (231, 233). There are no data to suggest that the higher dose is superior. In contrast to adults, prophylaxis duration is more varied both between individual
centers and among different organs. Concerns for prolonged exposure to ganciclovir or valganciclovir in the very young recipient have been raised due to animal toxicity studies demonstrating carcinogenesis or an adverse effect on spermatogenesis, but these have not been observed in humans (234). Prolonged intravenous ganciclovir (12 weeks) has been used safely in pediatric transplant recipients (235).

Compared with adults, less data are available to define the role of valganciclovir in pediatric SOT recipients. Whereas recent studies have addressed pharmacokinetics in older children (236, 237), pharmacokinetic data in young children and infants are lacking but may be extrapolated from studies in infants treated for congenital CMV (238). Data evaluating the efficacy of valganciclovir for the prevention and treatment of CMV in pediatric SOT recipients are needed, particularly given concerns for lower than anticipated plasma (and presumably intracellular) ganciclovir levels and potential subsequent risk for ganciclovir resistance. Absorption issues might be of particular concern in small bowel transplant recipients. The efficacy and safety of prolonged valganciclovir prophylaxis has not been the subject of randomized studies in children. No statistically significant difference was found in the incidence of early- or late-onset CMV disease after pediatric liver transplantation in a study comparing valganciclovir to oral ganciclovir prophylaxis for 120 days (239).

The use of preemptive therapy alone (240) or with IVIG (241) has been reported in pediatric liver transplant recipients; CMV disease was documented in only 5% of patients receiving a preemptive strategy, but sample sizes were limited. A hybrid strategy with short courses of prophylaxis (14–28 days) followed by preemptive therapy also successfully prevented CMV disease in pediatric liver and heart transplant recipients, with CMV disease incidences of 8% to 10% (231, 232).

CMV Ig and IVIG are sometimes used in combination with antivirals to prevent CMV. Evidence in support of this strategy has been extrapolated from data derived mostly from adult populations; however, some recent pediatric studies have been published with variable results (241–243). In adult and pediatric heart transplant recipients, Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients data showed an improvement in recipient and graft survival for those who received CMV Ig with or without antivirals; however, this improvement was not different from that demonstrated with antivirals alone (227, 244). Krampe et al. found a low incidence of CMV disease in 28 pediatric liver transplant recipients receiving IVIG and preemptive therapy but did not have a comparison group (241). In a retrospective review of 329 pediatric lung transplant recipients, of whom 62 (19%) received CMV Ig in addition to at least 3 weeks of intravenous ganciclovir, CMV Ig was associated with a decreased risk of CMV infection but did not impact the incidence of CMV disease, acute rejection, or early morbidity (243). In one prospective randomized pediatric study that primarily targeted Epstein-Barr virus, CMV Ig did not appear to have a significant impact on the development of CMV disease, although there was a trend toward a higher 2-year CMV disease-free rate in R+ children (216). Finally, similar to adult recommendations, the use of leukocyte-depleted or CMV-negative blood products should be considered for special populations (e.g., bowel, lung, and heart transplants) and in CMV D-/R- patients.

**Treatment of Pediatric CMV Disease**

There is a significant lack of published data on which to base firm recommendations for the treatment of CMV disease in children, particularly regarding intravenous versus oral therapy. Many principles that guide therapy in children are similar to those among adults.

**Ganciclovir Resistance in Pediatric Organ Transplantation**

Due to the high likelihood of CMV D+/R- status in pediatric SOT recipients, ganciclovir resistance is of significant concern (245). Few studies describing ganciclovir resistance among pediatric SOT recipients have been published. It is unclear if this is due to low resistance burden, lack of generated data, or underreporting. The currently available agents for the treatment of ganciclovir-resistant CMV in children are similar to those used in adults.

**Consensus Recommendations**

- Given the challenge of characterizing donor and recipient serostatus in those younger than 12 months, risk assessment in this age group should assume the highest risk level for purposes of CMV prevention (strong, moderate). Sero-positive infant donors should be presumed CMV positive. Conversely, any CMV seropositive recipient who is younger than 12 months receiving an organ from a seropositive donor should be assumed to be seronegative, as passively acquired maternal antibody may account for this finding, unless CMV urine or saliva culture or NAT confirms there is prior CMV infection. It should be noted that the predictive value of a positive CMV assay is limited by intermittent CMV shedding.
- In general, the principles that guide the use of prophylaxis in adults are similar in children as defined by CMV donor and recipient serostatus. Table 9 provides suggested approaches to CMV prevention in children.
- Use of the ganciclovir dosing algorithm that adjusted for body surface area and renal function provides ganciclovir exposures similar to those established as safe and effective in adults and is recommended in children older than 3 months for prophylaxis (strong, moderate) (Table 10). Alternate dosing of ganciclovir for infants younger than 3 months can be extrapolated from studies in congenital CMV infection (16 mg/kg/dose every 12 hr) until additional data are available in infant transplant recipients (weak, low). A liquid formulation is now commercially available.
- No pediatric trials have evaluated the comparative efficacy of prophylaxis, preemptive therapy, or hybrid strategies; retrospective data provide equal support for these three prevention strategies, and as such, all three are recommended (strong, moderate).
- Monitoring is recommended by some experts during prophylaxis due to the risk of breakthrough DNAemia (weak, low). Frequency of monitoring should take into account prophylaxis (oral or intravenous), immunosuppressive regimen (including T-cell-depleting induction), and likelihood of compliance with the prophylactic regimen. Adherence can be a particular problem with adolescents.
- Monitoring for CMV DNAemia for patients being managed preemptively or with hybrid regimens should follow adult
recommendations of weekly testing but continue for at least 4 to 6 months after transplantation (strong, moderate). Some continue monitoring at less frequent intervals beyond 6 months if risk persists.

- Given that the risk of DNAemia is greatest during the 4 to 6 weeks after completing prophylaxis in those using a hybrid strategy, weekly monitoring should be performed for at least this period of time (strong, moderate), although, as noted above, monitoring is recommended for 4 to 6 months after transplantation, particularly with short courses of prophylaxis or for patients being managed with a preemptive strategy.

### TABLE 9. Recommended regimens for CMV prevention in children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>Serostatus&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Risk level</th>
<th>Recommended</th>
<th>Alternate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>D-/R-</td>
<td>Lowest&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Monitoring for clinical symptoms</td>
<td>Preemptive monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R+</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2–4 weeks IV GCV/VGC with sequential monitoring&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3–6 months of VGGV as recommended in adults&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D+/R-</td>
<td>Intermediate to high</td>
<td>2–4 weeks IV GCV/VGC with sequential monitoring OR 3–6 months of IV GCV/VGC as recommended in adults&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>R+</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>2 weeks of IV GCV/VGC with sequential monitoring&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (VGGV not FDA approved in liver)</td>
<td>3–4 months of VGGV OR Preemptive monitoring&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D+/R-</td>
<td>Intermediate to high</td>
<td>2 weeks of IV GCV/VGC with sequential monitoring&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (VGGV not FDA approved in liver) OR 3–4 months of IV GCV/VGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>R+</td>
<td>Intermediate to high</td>
<td>2–4 weeks IV GCV/VGC with sequential monitoring OR 3 months of IV GCV/VGC&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Some experts add CMV Ig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D+/R-</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4 weeks IV GCV/VGC with sequential monitoring OR 3 months of IV GCV/VGC&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Some experts add CMV Ig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>R+ or D+/R-</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3–6 months of IV GCV/VGC</td>
<td>Shorter courses have been used with sequential monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small bowel&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>D-/R-</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Preemptive monitoring OR 2 weeks IV ganciclovir with sequential monitoring</td>
<td>Some experts add CMV Ig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R+</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2 weeks IV GCV with sequential monitoring OR 3–12 months IV GCV/VGC +/− CMV Ig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D+/R-</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3–12 months IV GCV/VGC + CMV Ig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Refer to serostatus recommendation for infants <12 months.

<sup>b</sup> Risk of CMV infection in D-/R- is ~5–7% within 12 months of transplantation.

<sup>c</sup> T-cell-depleting induction is associated with increased risk of CMV DNAemia and disease; consider prolonged prophylaxis or more intensive monitoring.

<sup>d</sup> VGCV should be used with extreme caution due to concerns for malabsorption in small bowel transplant recipients.

Some experts recommend CMV Ig for intermediate- and higher-risk recipients, but there are no randomized studies indicating that CMV Ig is any better than ganciclovir or valganciclovir alone. The above regimens do not imply an exclusive course of action.

IV, intravenous; GCV, ganciclovir; PO, oral; VGCV, valganciclovir.

### TABLE 10. Calculation of pediatric dosing for valganciclovir for prevention of CMV disease in kidney or heart transplant patients (4 months to 16 years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Calculate BSA &lt;br&gt;Mosteller BSA $(m^2) = \sqrt{\frac{\text{Height (cm)} \times \text{Weight (kg)}}{3600}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Calculate CrCl&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; &lt;br&gt;<strong>Schwartz</strong> CrCl $(mL/\text{min}/1.73 m^2) = \frac{k \times \text{Height (cm)}}{\text{Serum Creatinine (mg/dL) }}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Calculate the starting dose of Valcyte for oral solution&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; &lt;br&gt;7 × BSA × CrCl; If the calculated Schwartz CrCl exceeds 150 mL/min/1.73&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;, then a maximum CrCl value of 150 mL/min/1.73&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt; should be used in the equation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Where $k=0.45$ for patients aged <1 year, 0.45 for patients aged 1 to <2 years, 0.55 for boys aged 2 to <13 years and girls aged 2 to 16 years, and 0.7 for boys aged 13 to 16 years.

<sup>b</sup> Maximum dose is 900 mg per day.

The initial treatment of CMV disease (mild, moderate, or severe) in children younger than 12 years should be with intravenous ganciclovir at a dose of 5 mg/kg every 12 hr (strong, moderate) with appropriate adjustments for renal function. For children older than 12 years, pharmacokinetics and biological responses with valganciclovir may be similar to adults; issues with adherence need to be considered in the decision to use either ganciclovir or intravenous ganciclovir (strong, moderate). Some experts consider oral therapy for some older children and adolescents toward the end of their treatment courses (weak, low).

The initial treatment of asymptomatic DNAemia for infants and children younger than 5 years should also be with intravenous ganciclovir (5 mg/kg every 12 hr), although some experts recommend valganciclovir (weak, low). In older children and adolescents, most experts would use valganciclovir (weak, low). In addition to patient age, antiviral choice should be guided by early clinical assessment for subtle CMV signs/symptoms, adherence, stable creatinine clearance, and oral absorption.

Evaluation of the immunosuppression regimen should be done with all CMV infection and disease, with reduction when indicated (strong, low).

CMV Ig is recommended for the treatment of severe CMV disease (i.e., pneumonitis and enteritis) in children (weak, low) and for hypogammaglobulinemia during CMV infection or disease (weak, low).

Antiviral prophylaxis with valganciclovir or ganciclovir should be strongly considered for children at risk for CMV due to significant immunosuppression intensification (e.g., antilymphocyte therapy) (weak, low).

Children with recurrent CMV DNAemia or disease may benefit from secondary antiviral prophylaxis; the duration of prophylaxis should vary based on immunosuppression, age, presence of other opportunistic infections, and other risk factors (weak, low).

**Future Directions**

Reporting of the epidemiology and outcomes including CMV infection and disease rates with current preventative strategies and delineation of the short and long-term indirect effects of CMV in pediatric transplant recipients is encouraged. Further, additional investigation into the diagnostic and predictive utility of immunogenetic biomarkers and adjunctive immunologic monitoring to guide preventative and treatment strategies should be explored. Investigation into optimal CMV prevention strategies should include appreciation for impact on different age groups and potential consequences of antiviral side effects in pediatric-aged patients. Finally, pediatric data should be obtained for emerging antiviral agents to expand the opportunities to prevent and treat CMV.

**Summary of Updates to Guidelines**

Numerous updates have been added to these guidelines. In the diagnostics field, the advent of an international standard for CMV viral load testing and reporting of values in IU/mL will eventually allow for harmonization of viral load tests with subsequent development of thresholds for preemptive and diagnostic protocols. QNAT is increasingly used and preferred for diagnosis, decisions regarding preemptive therapy, and monitoring response to therapy. There is substantially more evidence to support the use of immunodiagnostics as an adjunct tool to predict the risk of CMV disease. Vaccine development continues and holds increasing promise as a future prevention strategy. Updates in the prevention field include the effectiveness of prolonging prophylaxis in D+/R- kidney recipients from 100 to 200 days and from 3 to 12 months in lung transplant recipients. Trials with carefully executed preemptive therapy, using low viral load thresholds, demonstrate similar outcomes to universal prophylaxis including similar long-term graft survival. Some experts are using a hybrid approach (prophylaxis followed by preemptive therapy) with increased frequency. Valganciclovir is increasingly used as the preferred agent for treatment (except for life-threatening cases and situations with questionable drug bioavailability or noncompliance). Additional specific recommendations on the use of IVIG with CMV treatment are included. Differences between different algorithms for determining estimated glomerular filtration rate and the risk of overdosing have been highlighted. Diagnostic resistance mutations have been updated and the clinical management algorithm for ganciclovir-resistant CMV has been slightly modified to clarify decision-making criteria. Alternative therapy has been updated to reflect current experimental drugs. In the pediatrics section, valganciclovir is included in the prevention and treatment of CMV due to new data detailing the pharmacokinetics of ganciclovir in pediatrics. Prophylaxis, preemptive therapy, and hybrid regimens are all now recommended regimens for CMV prevention in children, as emerging data support each of these strategies, albeit without comparative efficacy studies.
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APPENDIX 1

Consensus Contributors (in alphabetical order)

Leaders: Camille N. Kotton (USA) and Atul Humar (Canada)
Diagnostics: Angela M. Caliendo (leader, USA), Irmeli Lautenschlager (Finland), Jutta Preiksaitis (Canada)
Immunology: Deepali Kumar (leader, Canada), Davide Abate (Italy), Vincent Emery (United Kingdom), Rajiv Khanna (Australia), Daniele Lilleri (Italy), Oriol Manuel (Switzerland), Martina Sester (Germany)
Prevention: Atul Humar (coleader, Canada) and Camille N. Kotton (coleader, USA), Emily Blumberg (USA), Luis F.A. Camargo (Brazil), Chad Gordon (USA), Shirish Huprikar (USA), Nassim Kamar (France), Roberta Lattes (Argentina), Pierre Merville (France), Nicolas Mueller (Switzerland), Graham Paget (South Africa), Tomas Reischig (Czech Republic), Nina Singh (USA), David R. Snydman (USA), Julian Torre-Cisneros (Spain), Glen Westall (Australia), Martin Zamora (USA)
Treatment: Anders Åsberg (leader, Norway), Jennifer Harrison (Canada), Michele Morris (USA), Patricia Munoz (Spain), William Rawlinson (Australia)
Resistance: Sunwen Chou (leader, USA), Sophie Alain (France), Fausto Baldanti (Italy), Ajit P. Limaye (USA), Nell Lurain (USA)
Pediatrics: Lara Danziger-Isakov (leader, USA), Upton Allen (Canada), Michael Green (USA), Betsy C. Herold (USA), Marian Michaels (USA)